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The Alpen-Sylt Nachtexpress travels a 7-mile-long causeway connecting the resort island of Sylt to the German mainland ALPEN-SYLT NACHTEXPRESS
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We all know the romanticized version of what it was like to tour Europe on sleeper trains:
chance encounters with exotic strangers, late-night border crossings, and diner cars where
mysterious passengers nursed cocktails and ate poulet de Bresse while rumbling across the
Dauphine alps.

The reality—2 a.m. whistle-stops, sketchy compartment companions, and a suite of funky
smells and sounds that made the actual sleeping part a monumental effort—wasn’t quite
that glamorous. (Sorry, Agatha Christie.) So when the rise of low-cost airlines in the 1990s
gave travelers a faster way to get to European destinations, demand for night trains fell
and operators started abandoning routes around 2005.

But now, despite the odds, European sleeper trains are making a comeback. In the past two
years, Europe has witnessed a revival of sleeper trains both from state-run rollers such as
Austria’s ÖBB, which operates 19 Nightjet routes and seven Euronight trains as a partner,
and a new crop of privately operated trains like the Alpen-Sylt Nachtexpress, which in July
started service between the North Sea and the Alps. Sleeper trains are currently in
operation in Poland, Russia, Italy and Scotland, among many other European countries,
and new routes are opening all the time.

The driving force? Much of it before the pandemic was fueled by European flygskam (flight
shame) about the carbon footprint of short flights, and weekly climate-change protests in
many European cities.

“The flight-shame in Europe was real,” says Joe
Herger, who operates a hiking company, The
Alps by Joe, in Switzerland. “People really
called you out if you expressed a desire to take a
short flight within Europe. I still love to fly, but
in many instances, European trains are easier to
use for shorter distances and definitely better
for the environment.”

Improving the experience

The climate issue isn’t the only thing fueling renewed interest in night trains, say
executives involved in the industry. Many travelers are fed up with the airport experience,
they say, and others like the idea of going to bed in one city and waking up in another.

“Everyone wants to avoid the hassle of getting to/from suburban airports, exhausting
check-in procedures and highways clogged with traffic,” says Meike Quentin, director of
communications and marketing at Alpen-Sylt Nachtexpress, which is run by the German
unit of Pittsburgh-based Railroad Development Corp. “Also, with sleeper trains you use
your night for traveling, and save money by not spending on a hotel.” Alpen-Sylt
Nachtexpress offers accommodations ranging from a private compartment to a single seat,
at prices starting at about $34.

While the night trains of old typically had couchettes—berths with four to six beds that
travelers could share—many of the newer trains are adding private spaces. Carriers also
are updating sleeper cars with modern beds, electrical outlets and Wi-Fi, among other
amenities. But perhaps the biggest difference with the new generation of sleeper cars is
that private companies have entered the market. At least one—French startup Midnight
Trains—says it isn’t trying to create a uniformly luxury service like the Orient Express
(now called Belmond), but rather a “hotel on wheels” that appeals to a range of consumers.

“We believe that if we are going to convince travelers to stop flying, we have to set a new
benchmark for night trains, including 100% private cabins, a good bar and restaurant, a
digital experience from end to end and a new modern design,” says Romain Payet, co-
founder of Midnight Trains, which plans to offer its first route in 2024 and five more from
2025 to 2027, including links from Paris to Edinburgh, Madrid and Barcelona. “We will
target every type of customer with an inventory of rooms suitable for every budget, from
individual capsules to suites with a double bed and private shower” and toilet, he says.

Rail companies are betting that their night-train investments will pay off as European
policy makers put rail at the center of a plan to slash carbon emissions.

The European Union declared 2021 the European Year of Rail, an initiative that aims to
encourage rail travel by, among other things, harmonizing and easing international rail
connections across Europe. The bloc is targeting a 90% reduction in European transport
emissions by 2050 under the European Green Deal, as well as unified rail investment across
the continent. Many trains in Europe already operate on electricity instead of diesel, and
new zero-carbon hydrogen-powered trains are under development in Germany. In April,
French lawmakers voted to approve a ban on domestic flights on any route that can be
made by train in 2½ hours or less.

While the carbon-dioxide savings from
traveling by rail instead of air can vary,
depending on the source of electricity each
country uses, carbon-offset calculators such as
EcoPassenger estimate that on average short-
haul flights emit 77 times more CO2 per
passenger than trains.

“Night trains are the climate-friendly way to travel through Europe,” says Andreas Matthä,
chief executive officer of ÖBB, which never gave up on sleeper service and is now Europe’s
largest provider of night trains. The carrier launched Vienna-to-Amsterdam service in
May, and plans a new Vienna-to-Paris route in December. The carrier also say it has also
ordered a total of 33 new sleeper-train sets from manufacturer Siemens, which will be in
service by 2025. “My goal is to see Nightjets all over Europe in the future,” he says.

Advertisement - Scroll to Continue

France also is expanding its network of night trains. The country’s state-owned rail arm,
SNCF, added a route between Paris and Nice in May and plans to link Paris to Tarbes, a
gateway to the Pyrenees, in December. According to a SNCF spokeswoman, the French
ministry has invested $117 million to modernize the sleeper cabins on two old train lines,
and several new routes are planned for 2022 and beyond.

In Sweden, meanwhile, private railway company Snälltaget says it will be adding a seasonal
night train from Malmö-Copenhagen to Austria in time for winter ski season. The company
already operates sleeper trains between Malmö and Berlin and Malmö and the ski and
hiking resorts in Jämtland, about 250 miles north of Stockholm. “What we have seen in the
last three years is a rapidly increasing demand from leisure travelers seeking more
sustainable ways of traveling, especially families taking the night train instead of flying,”
says Marco Andersson, a Snälltaget official.

While the signs are pointing to increased demand for overnight train travel in Europe, it
hasn’t been all smooth sailing for night-train operators over the past 18 months.

Ridership plummeted during the pandemic as countries went into lockdown and health
concerns led people to cancel vacation plans and avoid travel. By fall 2020, some night
trains ground to a halt as border-crossing uncertainties put the industry on pause.

Pandemic measures

Rail companies responded by blocking off seats and adding sanitation stations, among
other Covid-related measures. (An independent study conducted in Germany found that
regular use of public transportation isn’t associated with a higher risk of getting Covid-19
compared with travel by car, motorcycle or bicycle.)

In recent months, ridership has rebounded from pandemic lows, but sharing sleeping
quarters with strangers is something train passengers were growing increasingly reluctant
to do even before the pandemic, says Mark Smith, who runs a train website called The Man
in Seat 61. What customers want, he says, is a private sleeping space at an affordable price.
And that, he says, could prove challenging for some train operators, considering the
expense that goes into outfitting and staffing a night train, as well as track-access costs and
other expenses.

“I believe sleeper trains are here to stay, as climate change becomes a major concern for us
all,” he says. “But the key thing will be, can the difficult cost side be addressed?”

Adam H. Graham is a writer in Zurich. Email reports@wsj.com.

TAKE THE NIGHT TRAIN

A sampling of European overnight routes that have been added recently or are coming
soon:

Alpen-Sylt Nachtexpress

Route: Konstanz, in southern Germany, to Sylt, a German resort island in the North Sea,
with stops in Heidelberg, Frankfurt, and Hamburg.

Operator: RDC Deutschland

Distance: About 600 miles

Sample timetable*: Depart Konstanz 5:20 p.m., arrive on Sylt at noon.

Fares: From about $34 for saver tickets; private sleeper with breakfast from $234; sleeper
deluxe with two double beds, toilet, shower and sparkling wine from $1,164 for up to four
people.

Highlight: Crossing the Hindenburg Dam, a 7-mile-long causeway over the Wadden Sea
connecting Sylt to the German mainland.

Night Riviera

Route: London to Penzance, Cornwall, in southwest England, with stops in Plymouth,
Truro and St. Erth

Operator: Great Western Railway

Distance: About 300 miles

Sample timetable: Depart London Paddington at 11:45 p.m., arrive in Penzance at 8 a.m..

Fares: From $35; twin cabins from $163.

Highlight: The train has a nostalgic livery design recalling a vintage age of rail, reminiscent
of the Hogwarts Express in the “Harry Potter” novels.

EuroNight Sleeper

Route: Zurich to Zagreb, Croatia, with stops in St. Anton and Innsbruck in Austria, and
Ljubljana, Slovenia

Operator: ÖBB

Distance: About 550 miles

Sample timetable: Depart Zurich 10:40 p.m., arrive in Zagreb 10:43 a.m.

Fares: From about $59 with a couchette in a six-berth; from $153 in a private single-bed
sleeper. Some sleepers with private toilet.

Highlights: The train runs through Austrian alpine valleys all night while the emerald
River Sava greets you in the morning.

Nightjet (revival starting in December)

Route: Vienna to Paris, with stops in Salzburg, Munich, and Strasbourg

Operator: ÖBB

Distance: About 750 miles

Sample timetable: Depart Vienna at 7:10 p.m., arrive in Paris 9:40 a.m.

Fares: From about $34; couchette berths from $58; private sleepers from $105, including
appetizer, wine, water, towel, earplugs and morning breakfast delivery. Some sleepers with
private toilets and showers.

Highlights: Open your window to let in fresh alpine air while crossing the alps under
moonlight, and the route from Strasbourg to Paris through hilly Champagne is especially
scenic.

—Adam H. Graham

*Timetables subject to change and may include more than one train daily.

Source: the operators

Appeared in the August 28, 2021, print edition as 'Sleeping Across Europe.'
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European Sleeper Trains Make a Comeback
The expansion has been fueled in part by concerns over climate change and flight shaming over short flights

By Adam H. Graham
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A sleeping compartment on the Alpen-Sylt Nachtexpress.
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A cabin aboard a Midnight Trains sleeper train.
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